
HLT as a Research Assistant



Outline

● HLT frequently tries to solve self-contained problems
○ Pick out all of the entities in text.

○ Categorize the relationships mentioned in text

○ Create a summary of a large body of text

● These tend to make great building blocks, but often do not directly answer 
what people want to know.

● A top-down approach asks what the user trying to accomplish?
○ Why do they want to extract entities from text?

○ How will they use relationship types?



This Concept is Well-Established

● People have offloading work to assistants since the beginning of work.
● Some of the things assistants do:

○ Be experts are certain basic tasks
○ Sort and organize large amounts of information
○ Present summaries to the person they are assisting
○ Solicit and react to feedback

● Assistants are not expected to:
○ Produce finished products
○ Make the decisions
○ Operate on their own

● So what do we want in our HLT research assistant?





Status quo - isolated apps
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Only You Connect the Windows



Invite a collaborative agent into your work.



Invite Clippy to draft email



Invite AI to draft email



Identify Key Entities



Highlight Key Entities in Other Docs



Search for Relevant Information



Forest graphs for entity disambiguation

Overlap regions of blocks 
require merging.

Blocking applies pairwise feature 
vector comparisons to high-recall 

subsets of all possible pairs of leafs.
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6. Roots above entity level connect confusable entities 
enabling a profile leaf (P) to efficiently discover a 
surprising mention (S), see blue dotted arcs.

7. Resolved co-occurring mentions enable open-
domain cross-document relationship resolution. 
Red lines represent passages in source documents 
that mention both Entity 1 and Entity 2.  

8. Summary vertexes aggregate 
entity-resolved relations for ranking 
and latent knowledge graph analytics.

4. Mentions are clustered together 
based on probability of coreference, 
which captures transitive closure 
recall gains, A=B U B=C ➔ A=C 
even if A and C appeared distant.

2.  Interior vertexes carry summaries of 
context data from within-doc coref chains 
of mentions represented by leafs below.

3.  Incremental batch clustering selects 
blocks of mentions based on feature 
data queries (see red dashed box).  
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1.  The forest of tree graphs lives in probability space.  
Each leaf vertex represents natural language mentions of an entity from 
an indexed document or a knowledge base article about an entity. 
Lower interior vertexes connect leafs that are closer together, i.e. more 
likely to be the same entity (aka “coreferent”).
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5. Subtrees represent subtopics within 
an entity.  The induced structure 
enables fast novelty ranking.



Use Context to Organize Information



Solicit Feedback



Remember and Learn from Feedback
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enables fast novelty ranking.



Go Gather New Information



Follow Across Surfaces



Keep Track of Everything You Touch



Facilitate Sharing



Diffeo: How It Works &  Infographic

Recommend Collaborators

Cannot recommend documents 
that aren’t shared.  But can 
recommend collaboration with 
the owner of such a document.

Gap Analysis Protocol (GAP) 
indicates two dimensions: 
height=confidence that a 
document is on topic and 
width=novelty measured in 
number of new connections.

https://diffeo.com/Diffeo--how-it-works
https://diffeo.com/Diffeo--how-it-works-infographic


Organize Around Relationships
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Keep Track of References



Future Goals

● What did the user do last time there were similar inputs?
○ Go to a web-page and start some process.
○ Send email (can we draft email, or populate To/CC list)

● Create a “living SOP” from cumulative knowledge from past actions
● Take additional forms of feedback
● Be more passive - notify only occasionally and with high confidence
● Set a “watch” - assistant will notify if it finds anything new


